Researchers at UTHealth, funded by Healthy Futures of Texas and the Houston Endowment, are updating iCHAMPSS in response to the new Texas Education Code statutes. iCHAMPSS is a web-based toolkit to help school districts adopt, implement, and maintain evidence-based programs to prevent teen pregnancy.

You are invited to participate in a review of the iCHAMPSS website to identify what works and what quality improvements should be made.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?
- School stakeholders and personnel who are involved in the planning and implementation of sex ed curricula in schools within a Texas Independent School District or charter
- This includes teachers, nurses, principals, and SHAC members

TIME COMMITMENT & LOCATION
- You will use the iCHAMPSS website for two months as you start, enhance, or maintain the process of using effective sex education in your school.
- You will complete a pre and post-survey (20-30 minutes each), and a monitoring call (10-15 minutes).
- The iCHAMPSS website is available online, and the surveys will be provided via email to complete at a time/location that is most convenient for you.

You will be compensated for your time!

You will be given access to iCHAMPSS and its tools to use in your school district!

This will help us better meet the needs of school districts across Texas!

IF INTERESTED, PLEASE CONTACT:
LAURA THORMAEHLEN, RESEARCH COORDINATOR
LAURA.C.THORMAEHLEN@UTH.TMC.EDU
713-500-9655